
August AIMS Coordinators Meeting 
 

Notes 
 

 Announcements 
o Shannon mentioned QC is starting on aerial photo.  
o Still reviewing quotes for oblique. 
o APR looking at Cyclomedia for front elevation photos 

 Olathe asked if they can do pavement rating on arterial streets?  Kevin said not 
sure but could find out. 

 Matt Hoehn spoke up and talked about Cyclomedia and said it is a great 
product, they are seeing a lot of PWK folks use it for crack detection and sign 
management and utilities.  

 Mike asked how Cyclomedia will be licensed?  Shannon said we can share with 
cities but not with state.  Not sure about utilities but probably will be able to 
share with Water One. 

 Mike also asked about number of users.  We are unsure at this time. 
 The RFP will be reviewed in 2021 for a capture in 2022.  Should hopefully be 

faster than the traditional stop and shoot project we have done in the past.  We 
are hopeful they will be able to complete within a year. 

 Mike said they would be interested in the demo so asked if we could send it to 
them.  The following link will take you to a demo: 
https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/6778005f2f6640528c371cd01b620ca
e/ 

 UC Recap 
o What topics did you focus on? 

 John @ Olathe said he sent out the plenary.  They also looked at Pro, especially 
with 2.6 coming out.  Wants to get into the fiber network and non-spatial data. I 
asked if they were able to actually focus on things.  He said they only did 1 or 2 
during the day, mainly busy working on other things.  Has also gone back and 
watched a few other sessions. 

 Kirk did say he had some distractions at home but it was nice to be able to leave 
a session and start another.  He also focused on mobile, they are in the beta for 
Field Maps app.  He asked if anyone else is looking at it.  He did say he had some 
issues with searching. He said Jim Trimble was trying to meet with someone but 
no one was there. 

 Mike said he tried to reach out for the islands a few times but no one was 
available.  He said he did have some issues finding sessions, had hoped the 
search would have been global. 

 Kirk said he watched a few of the lightning talks but took a while to find them 
using the search.  He also said they had a few other folks that wouldn’t normally 
be able to attend.  Olathe and OP both said they had more folks registered than 
normal.   

 Mike said they had some management level folks attend. 
 Ken said they had about 12-15 that were registered and the new IT director 

attended.  The assistant city manager also attended a session.   Ken said they 



also purchased the proceedings so they were able to make those available for 
anyone that missed the conference. 

o What was the best virtual session you attended? 
 Ken said he went to one on assessing risk that the IT director also attended. 
 Shannon mentioned analytics of IoT 
 Dave talked about Arcade and creating expressions.  Kirk said they have a 

couple of staff that have been using Arcade a lot.  John @ Olathe said they’ve 
been using it in their webmaps. 

 Dave also talked about Experience builder. Version 1.1 just came out and solved 
some of the problems in the version 1.   

 Mike said he watched the closing session which they don’t usually do.  Kirk also 
attended and enjoyed it.  He said he hopes that Esri will continue to offer virtual 
participation since they can’t always send more.  Matt @ Esri said nothing is set 
in stone right now but they do plan to offer more of the conference virtually in 
the future.   

 What revelations did you have? 
o Shannon mentioned LocateXT. 
o Aaron mentioned imagine analysis and machine learning in Pro for feature generation. 

 What about outstanding questions for technical staff that you didn’t get answered?  Other 
questions for us? 

o Olathe mentioned utility and trace network.  He believes they were released at 2.6.   
o AB mentioned a lot new stuff in AGO.  Asked if interest in doing a focus group on all the 

new things.  Mike also attended the Thursday session on AGO and thought it was very 
good. 

 Did anyone attend demo theaters? 
o No one seemed to indicate that they attended these. 

 Other 
o Shannon encouraged folks to send feedback on our virtual meetings. 
o Aaron will follow up with Matt for September to make sure Olathe is still good to host. 
o Water one confirmed they are still good to host the October meeting virtually. 


